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$15,000 PROGRAM FEE
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Note: If actual costs exceed the above projections an additional funding discussion will be required prior to any additional spending.

SPONSOR RESOURCES / FACILITIES PROVIDED:          

UW RESOURCES / FACILITIES REQUIRED:          

Project description, motivation and relevance to lead department (non-confidential)
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Maximum departmental assumed cost:

Sponsor assumed cost:

For Admins Only:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE: UW reserves the right to share project description and scope information provided below.



DESIGN PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE:
Project design parameters, performance criteria, scope (non-confidential)

OUTCOMES:
Desired outcomes and deliverables (non-confidential)

With which engineering department(s) would you like the project to engage?
*Selection does not guarantee assignment. Departmental participation will be verified and confirmed by UW Faculty. 

Please describe primary skills preferred for the project:
(i.e., controls/dynamics, manufacturing, fluids, plasma/propulsion/power, structures, etc.)

PROJECT SKILL STRUCTURE:

 A&A

 BIOE

 CEE

 CHEME

 CSE

 ECE

 HCDE

 ISE

 ME

 MSE

Describe applicable avenues in the project for students to engage in universal design principles and inclusive design, and/
or the project’s impact on diverse populations.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION:


	Desc: Students will be developing a test fixture capable of holding a chain of test specimens in constant or dynamic stress based on the design completed by 2020 capstone students.  The new fixture will utilize the same overall design but with pneumatic actuators instead of electric stepper motors and with load washers instead of a custom made load cell. The fixture is to be capable of applying a constant or dynamic stress on a chain of test specimens while the test specimens are subjected to high and low temperatures, salt fog exposure, high humidity exposure, and water submersion.  Load, displacement, and temperature are recoded throughout the test.  The controls system should allow the user to set the specified test stress or dynamic stress profile based on specimen geometry and desired test condition.  The fixture is being developed to test long term durability of thermoplastics and adhesives that operate under constant or dynamic stress conditions.  A second aspect of this project is to test adhesive specimens bonded to a stainless steel substrate.  Test is to be run on an adhesive used for a hood crown along with an alternative adhesive(s) to determine if the alternative can provide increased service life.  A stretch goal is to perform other adhesive material property testing that may correlate to test life in the stress durability test. 
	Sponsor name: PACCAR Technical Center
	Proposed Project title: New Stress Durability Fixture
	Liaison: Raeef Barsoum
	Address: 12479 Farm to Market Road, Mount Vernon, WA 98273
	Phone: 360-588-5913
	Email: raeef.barsoum@paccar.com
	Technical: Jordan Kiesser, George Mehler
	Address 2: 2479 Farm to Market Road, Mount Vernon, WA 98273
	Phone 2: 360-757-5335
	Email 2: jordan.kiesser@paccar.com
	Pay: Phil Stephenson, Ph.D.
	Address 3: 12479 Farm to Market Road, Mount Vernon, WA 98273
	Phone 3: 360-488-4593
	Projected project costs: $3,000
	Email 3: phil.stephenson@paccar.com
	Resources: PACCAR Technical Center Materials Laboratory Equipment and Fab Shop if needed
	max assumed: $1,000
	sponsor assumed cost: Any costs above $1,000
	Resources 2: Fabrication, Load Frame, Fatigue Load Frame
	Radio Button 1: Choice1
	Radio Button 2: Choice1
	Check Box 6: Off
	Check Box 7: Off
	Check Box 8: Off
	Check Box 9: Off
	Paameters: Stress Durability Fixture Performance Criteria:-Uses same general mechanical design and size as 2020 capstone project -Pneumatic actuator capable of applying 500lb minimum, 1000lb ideal-Load washer used for measurement of stress-Sensor to measure displacement to the nearest 0.01mm-Temperature sensor to measure temperature on the test specimens-Control system that allows for the operator to set the test load for the test to be run at.  The control system must be capable of adjusting the displacement to maintain a constant load during testing as the fixture expands or contracts due to temperature exposure.-The control system must also be cable of running a stress profile or drive file with a dynamic load command based on a time. -System must include a data logger to record the time, load, displacement, and temperature during testing-The load chain in the fixture will be exposed to -40°C-225°C, salt spray at 35°C, 100% humidity, and 88°C water.-Stretch Goal: system control that allows the user to control the fixture based on a constant or dynamic displacement command instead of load command. Adhesive bonding testing:-Alternative adhesive for bonding to stainless steel will need to be researched and selected for testing.  Support and recommendations will be provided by PACCAR and adhesive suppliers that PACCAR works with. -Static lap shear and peel testing is to be performed on the current and alternative adhesive(s) with stainless steel supplied by PACCAR. -The current and alternative adhesive(s) will be tested on the new stress durability test fixture to determine if the alternative will provide increased service life. PACCAR will provide durability test profile, stress levels will be determined by capstone team with support of PACCAR mentors. -Stretch performance: determine alternative adhesive test method that has high level of correlation with constant stress durability life.
	Text Field 5: -One stress control durability test fixture meeting design parameters, with users manual for operation of the fixture-Stretch goal deliverable: fixture that can operate under strain or displacement control-Test report on adhesive comparing static lap shear and peel strengths to constant stress durability life with current and proposed adhesives  -Stretch goal deliverable: results of adhesive testing on alternative test methods and correlation to constant stress durability life
	Text Field 7: The project team will need individuals with the following skill sets:-Mechanical design and fabrication - fixture design, pneumatic actuator selection, load washer selection, displacement sensor selection, mechanical and pneumatic integration of components on the fixture.-Electrical systems design - electrical integration of components and controller (suggested Arduino or Raspberry Pi)-Controls system design and fabrication -Computer coding - develop computer code for control of the system
	Check Box 10: Off
	Check Box 12: Off
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	Check Box 16: Off
	Check Box 18: Yes
	Check Box 13: Off
	Check Box 15: Off
	Check Box 17: Off
	Check Box 19: Yes
	Check Box 11: Off
	Text Field 10: All projects including this can benefit form diverse backgrounds to come up with creative solutions.  Outcomes of testing with this new fixture will impact the durability of PACCAR trucks which are used globally. 


